
What is the Davis Vision Contact 
Lens Collection?
As with eyeglass frames, Davis Vision offers a special 
Collection of contact lenses to members, which 
greatly minimizes out-of-pocket costs. The Collection 
is available only at independent network providers 
that also carry the Davis Vision Collection frames. 
You can confirm which providers carry Davis Vision’s 
Collection by logging into the member website at   
www.davisvision.com.   

If your provider prescribes contact lenses that are included 
in Davis Vision’s Collection (featuring many of the top 
brands on the market today), your contact lens evaluation, 
fitting and follow-up care will be covered in full (after your 
$15 copayment). At no additional cost, you will also be 
provided with an initial supply of Collection contact lenses,  
as follows: 

• Planned Replacement: Two boxes/multi-packs, or
• Disposable: Four boxes/multi-packs

What if my provider prescribes  
contact lenses that are not a part of the 
Davis Vision Collection?
If the prescribed standard contact lenses are not included 
in Davis Vision’s Collection, or if you visit a provider who 
does not carry the Davis Vision Collection (such as Vistar 
or a retailer like Visionworks®, etc.), you will pay a $15 
copay for the contact lens evaluation, fitting and follow up 
care. If your provider prescribes specialty contact lenses2/ 

you will have a $60 allowance after a $15 copay plus 
15% discount off of the balance over that amount. You  
will also receive a $130 allowance toward the cost of  
your contact lenses, plus 15% discount/1 off of the balance 
over that amount. You will pay the balance remaining after  
your allowance and discounts have been applied. 

Members may also choose to utilize their $130 allowance 
towards Non-Collection contacts through a provider’s own 
supply. The contact lens evaluation, fitting and follow-up 
care will have a $60 allowance (less the $15 copay).

Can I use my Davis Vision plan at 
Walmart, Sam’s Club or Costco? 
Yes, you may check for your provider on our member 
website at www.davisvision.com to confirm. The Davis 
Vision provider network includes many regional and national 
retail locations, including Walmart, Sam’s Club and Costco.
 
Please note: Walmart, Sam’s Club and Costco locations 
do not carry the Davis Vision Collection, but these  national 
retailers include significant discounts in their everyday 
pricing. Therefore, additional discounts—such as the 15% 
discount off of the balance over the $130 allowance do 
not apply at these locations. Additionally, Costco Optical 
is an in-network provider for routine eye examinations 
only; all other services are an out-of-network benefit. 
 
Please contact Davis Vision member services if you or your 
Davis Vision provider has any additional questions.
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Davis Vision’s Contact Lens Benefits FAQ’s for
Council of Independent Colleges in Virginia 
Benefits Consortium, Inc.
How your contact lens benefit works when you 
visit a Davis Vision network provider.

As a Davis Vision member, you are entitled to receive contact lenses in lieu of eyeglasses during your benefit 

period. When you visit a Davis Vision network provider, you will first receive a comprehensive eye exam 

(which requires a $15 copayment) to determine the health of your eyes and the vision correction needed. If 

you choose to use your eyewear benefit for contacts, your eye care provider or their staff will need to further 

evaluate your vision care needs to prescribe the best lens options. Below is a summary of how your contact 

lens benefit works in the Davis Vision plan.

1/Additional discounts not applicable at Walmart or Sam’s Club locations.
  Davis Vision® and the Davis Vision logo are registered trademarks of Davis     
  Vision, Inc.  All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
2/ Specialty contact lenses are: multifocal and toric contact lenses
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Collection is available at most participating independent 
provider offices and is subject to change. 

as of March 2011

TYPE BRAND MANUFACTURER

Planned Replacement
Includes 2 or 4 boxes, 

depending upon plan design 
(Provides up to 6 or 12 month 

supply, depending upon 
the provider-recommended 

wearing schedule)

Planned Replacement Biofinity® CooperVision®

Planned Replacement Frequency® Aspheric CooperVision®

Disposable
Includes 4 or 8 boxes, 

 depending upon plan design 
(Provides up to 6 or 12 month 
supply, depending upon the 

provider-recommeneded 
wearing schedule)

(2 Week) ACUVUE® 2 Vistakon®

(2 Week) ACUVUE® OASYS® Vistakon®

(2 Week) Biomedics® 55 CooperVision®

(Daily) ClearSightTM 1-Day CooperVision®

(Daily) Focus DAILIES® Alcon Vision®

(Daily) 1-Day ACUVUE® MOIST® Vistakon®

Toric (2 Week) ACUVUE® OASYS® for ASTIGMATISM Vistakon®

Toric (2 Week) Biomedics® Toric CooperVision®

Multifocal (2 Week) ACUVUE® OASYS® for PRESBYOPIA Vistakon®
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